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Look out below! Three Alpine skiers taking off in a leap down a precipitous
And they seem to know what it’s all about.
near St. Moritz, Switzerland.
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Taking one on the “button." Tony Canzoneri,
lightweight champion, is on the receiv-

former

ing

end of this clean left from Cleto Locatelli,

European champion. But Tony was good
enough to get the decision in their nip-andtuck battle at Madison Square Garden, New
r

Yorl{.
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Yes, it’s California and the view
is from Lake Ar-
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high Sierras,
with the famed

San
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in the distance.
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Just another camera. And
Kenna face it with smiles as
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Hollywood premieres.

It may come to this in ice hockey. The game
has become such a slam-bang affair that Emmett Venne. goalie for the Seattle, Wash., Seahawks, wore this knightly armor in a recent

exhibition game

to

preserve his

good

health.
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Aviation has come a

long

since the

Wright
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brothers flew

Kitty Hawk. This comparia
son of a pioneer plane and

at

modern airliner was exhibited
at the San Francisco airport
birthon aviation’s recent 30th

day anniversary.
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Jack Rim;s Davis
us

is too young to go
the sice of the one that got away

we’d say he was showing
maybe it's the sice of the glass

fishing,

or

of Chew Chase Milk he wants for his breakfast tomorrow morning.
Jack §9 the sturdy son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard C. Davis, of 214

Massachusetts Ave., N. E.,Washington, D. C.
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A comic bit from the Princeton Triangle Club’s current production, “Fiesta,” which isbetomorrow night. Left to right: W. H. Haring presented at the Shubert-Belasco Theater
rison. ’35, as Virginia: R. K. Ritchie, ’34, as Willie, and H. T..Sears, ’34, as Col. Carter.
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baby vamp, Patricia Ellis

shows you something novel
and nobby in coiffure*. You’ll
see

her thus in

movie.
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